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“The adjusting chiropractic
tables are performing admirably,
being both easy to use and
comfortable for patients.”
GARY COLEMAN
CHIROPRACTOR
COLEMAN CHIROPRACTIC

Pro-Lift: Apollo 5
A premium chiropractic table designed for years of trouble-free service, even in the busiest clinic
environment. Our optional magnetic drops provide a smooth, crisp and responsive action with
improved strength and a lower minimum hold resistance.
SELECT FROM OVER 30 COLOURS AND FABRIC CHOICES INCLUDING POLYURETHANE (PU), VINYL (PVC) AND GENUINE ITALIAN LEATHER:

PRODUCT INFORMATION

HEAD PAD, ARMREST, PAPER HOLDER & CUTTER

FAST HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT

EXTENDABLE & HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE FOOTREST

A sturdy, adjustable headrest and armrest can be set
to the preferred angle for comfortable treatments.
Includes a built-in paper roll holder and cutter.

Save time with quick height adjustments from our
extra powerful 10,000N German actuator – with
smooth and quiet operation, our actuator is three
times faster than most competing products.

The adjustable footrest provides ankle support for tall
patients. The standard footrest can be extended to
create a tabletop of over two meters and can include
a height adjustment option of up to 200mm. Plastic
bushes ensure easy, smooth and quiet operation.

OPTIONAL MAGNETIC THORACIC & LUMBAR DROPS

TOP WIDTH & SHAPE

BASE STYLE

With fewer moving parts, magnetic drops last longer
and provide a smooth, crisp and responsive action.
Our NEW drops have improved strength with a lower
minimum hold resistance.

Our standard width is 610mm. We also offer the
optional 550mm or Advantage shape tabletop –
both ideal for practitioners who prefer a narrower
tabletop to perform manipulations and adjustments.

Choose between our Standard base with concealed
in-line wheels and floor-levelling feet or our lockable
Castor base for easy manoeuvrability. All wheels feature
TPE rubber compound tread to protect your floors.

KEY OPTIONS
STANDARD

OPTIONAL

DUNLOP CUSHIONING

Ultra Firm Adjustment
(50mm, very firm finish)

Firm Adjustment
(50mm, firm finish)

HEAD SECTION &
ARMREST

Adjustable

N/A

PAPER ROLL HOLDER &
CUTTER

Yes

N/A

DROP SECTIONS

No drops

Thoracic
drop

FOOTREST

Extendable

Extendable and height adjustable

BASE STYLE

Concealed in-line wheels

75mm locking castors

FOOTSWITCH

Single

One on each side of the table

TABLE WIDTH

610mm

550mm

Lumbar
drop

Both
drops

Advantage top
(490-550mm)

KEY SPECIFICATIONS
ADJUSTMENTS

Thoracic and lumbar drops: magnetic with adjustable resistance
and 15mm of rear-hinged drop
Head section and armrest: +40° to -35°
Extendable footrest: +200mm
Height adjustable footrest: +200mm

PAPER ROLL HOLDER &
CUTTER

65m lint and odour free paper
Stainless steel

SAFE WORKING LOAD

220kg

MOTOR

Lift force: 10,000N
Speed: 37mm/sec
Height adjustment (min to max): 487mm in 13 seconds
Speed test load: 180kg

FOOTSWITCH

Ergonomic low profile design (20mm)
Stainless steel
Pneumatic control

SHIPPING

1930 x 730 x 720mm
125kg

WARRANTY

Structural: 15 years
Hardware: 5 years
Motor: 3 years
Footswitch: 1 year
Upholstery: To arrive in perfect condition
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